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Bigger Blogging Profits Blog Your Way to Big Profits! Develop A Recession Proof Blog Posting Strategy

for Making Money Online! Let's face it! The suffering economy is making ebusiness more competitive too.

You need some way to grab your customers' attention that is original, informative and unique to you so

you stand out from your competition! ARE YOU READY TO FIND OUT WHAT STARTING A BLOG OR

ADDING A BLOG CAN DO TO ENHANCE YOUR ONLINE MARKETING EFFORTS? Learn how to make

big profits online by reading my timely new eBook - Bigger Blogging Profits These blogging strategies are

tailored specifically to online marketers like yourself who may be feeling the effects of the economic

downturn and want to ensure your continued success. In Bigger Blogging Profits I leave no stone

unturned! I cover everything practical little thing that you need to know to get your log off the ground

including -- The difference between a weblog and an actual blog The HTML that you need to know to start

your own blog How blogs practically substitute for marketing landing pages these days and how you can

save a lot of money simply by recognizing this fact How to turn a solo free standing blog into a successful

online business How to use programs like Word Tracker to optimize the SEO in your blog posts and also

find new exciting concepts for blogs Why you should avoid blog software products that promise to

automatically make you millions How to create a good "home" for your blog online Whether or not you

should choose a remote or hosted blog host and the advantages and disadvantages of both Which type

of blog people consider to be the most professional looking How to register a domain name for a hosted

blog The name of the best cheap webhosting company available for blogs Why a host that offers C Panel

hosting is the best for hosting blogs How to make your site user and search engine friendly A full

description of how to deploy the THREE main ways of making money with a blog that you can put into

action immediately This eBook also contains an appendix of valuable plug-ins for your blog that can help

maximize it's money making potential! How a hobby or favorite past time can be used to create a

successful blog How to pick a topic for your blog if you are thinking of starting from scratch How to

determine if people would be willing to spend money on what you have to sell. Where to find the best

websites to serach so you can discover the type of information that people are looking for How to use
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Open Directory, Google Trends and Lycos to establish what topics are hot right now. How to figure out

when your idea is "saturated" on the market and come up with an idea that is even better than that of your

competitor's How to narrow your blog topic down so you capture and enormous sector of the market How

to build a blog around a popular brand without actually using the brand's name or trademark and

therefore get all of that brand's traffic A step by step plan for creating keyword rich blogs that can help you

become a financial success practically overnight! The one tool that you should download on your blog

that will automatically double or even triple all of your profits. How to build your blog so that it makes long

term profits! How to collect ideas for products that could be sold on the blog... And much much more

including the very best, information and screenshots about how to install WordPress on your domain.

Where to find a host with CPanel hosting Why CPanel hosting is so integral to the success of your

business How to change the DNS of your blog How to find and use Fantastico or Fantastico Deluxe on

the Cpanel of your webhost Where to find the best sites that have interesting WordPress themes How to

download ALL of the plug-ins for WordPress mentioned in the ebook Resell Rights License Terms [YES]

Can be packaged with other products [YES] Can be offered as a bonus [YES] Can be edited completely

and your name put on it [YES] Can be added to an e-course or autoresponder [YES] Can be added to

membership sites [YES] Can sell Resale Rights [YES] Can sell Master Resale Rights [NO] Can be

offered through auction sites Tags: the suffering economy is making ebusiness more competitive too. you

need some way to grab your customers' attention that is original informative and unique to you so you

stand out from your compe, are you ready to find out what starting a blog or adding a blog can do to

enhance your online marketing efforts?, these blogging strategies are tailored specifically to online

marketers like yourself who may be feeling the effects of the economic downturn and want to ensure your

continued success.
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